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Summer

Summer is fun
Under the sun
There won't be school
That will be cool
I wonder what I'll play
When I'm at home all day
Ariana Grande

by Halle Chapple

she is my favorite singer. I own the sweet like candy, cloud, and Moonlight perfume. I went to the sweetener world tour concert in Arizona. I have her merch and it is a sweatshirt and a T-shirt. My favorite song by her is get well soon!
My Wish

If I could have any wish in the world
It wouldn’t be a squirrel,
Nor bat & ball, will you ever know
at all?

Nothing I will ever see can
take this wish away from me
I’d wish to be wealthy & wise
Obviously, to no one’s surprise.

But then one kid would say to me,
"Donate it to charity!"

But then I’d have a choice to make
Oh dear, what path shall I take?
Should I sleep or grab the rake?

Paige Erickson
Rainbow
Red, yellow, orange or blue,
I say I choose—
blue, purple, green or—
glitter, what else? Red, orange,
yellow, green or blue!
Oswald and Mickey are stuck in a prime time dimension and they are starting to spread the Christmas spirit. "Alright," said Oswald and Mickey.
Desert Time! (This is going to be funny, Frank!

How to make homemade chocolate ice cream.

By: Nishka Makkar

1. Go to the store and get chocolate milk and whipped cream. Churn those two ingredients together.

2. Freeze

3. Eat a little

4. Then while Conrad the cat is sleeping, pour it on his head and run away!

5. Prank success!
My Hot and sweaty poem

My feet is full of heat
My head feels dead

I'd never thought I'd need
a tree to take a knee

I hiked a mountain
I need a fountain

Chloe marugaki
A Mountain

Liz Merkuri

Shade
thirsty
hungry
tired
very hot
sticky
covered dirt
exited
Welcome to the Jungel

BY: Jonah H. Milanovich

I wish I was the Jungel. With Conrad, me and Sully with three machete who three donky.

We were in the Jungel. One day ago we skydive into the Jungel. We landed in a river full of crocodiles that were cut to be in Jugwiers. So we jump for a win it turned anewater surface we jumped to another win. It was a python, so we jumped it was a real win. Then we jumped down and slept in a cave for the night.

by. Jonah H. Milanovich

The End
To be continued
If you swallow a seed, it will get stuck in your throat. Your mom and dad will think about what to do. They better hurry up because the next day you are a tree. Don't be angry that you're a tree. In a few months you will poop it out. The seed will travel through the sewer system to the ocean. Then in the ocean, a fish will think the seed is lunch. The fish will swallow it. And the whole system will happen again.

By Jaden Onibokun
Survive on an Island

Conrad and his family live on an island in the middle of the ocean. We live so close to the Bahamas, we also live in Greece. How we get food is by spear fishing the fish or we fish. The best fish are dog tooth tuna and mahi mahi. What we spear fish with is a six band rifle spear gun. What we swim in is summer wet suit with carbon fiber fins. Our house has six bedrooms and four bathrooms. Our back yard is seven acres. We have a pond, lava rocks and a big oak tree. The animals that we have are Garter snake, Chuckwalla, Zebra-tailed Lizard, Blotched Lizard, Collard Lizard and AZ tree frog.

By: Conrad Pfitzer
My Wishes

I wish to have a life were I eat healthy stuff and stay healthy. I also want to have good friends. Another wish I have is to have a toyato car. To have a 3,000 square feet house. I want to get $400,000 a year. I want these wishes because then I will live a life I want to have.

By: Siddarth Ramkumar
Once upon a time, Billy, the Martian hamster, came upon a human. He tried to be friendly, but it's a little hard being a giant Martian hamster, so the human ran away. Billy followed the human to its "What is that, thought Billy. The human ran to is and tried to fly away. Billy put his paw up so it couldn't fly away. On the side it said "Apollo 11," Billy knew that Apollo 11 was a spaceship. He thought about it, but he let the spaceship go.

The End
This extraordinary plant is just like normal Alexa. But there is a twist; it still can play music, but it also grants wishes. To plant it, you will need a very sunny spot with fertile soil. Then, you dig a foot deep hole and make it wide. Then, pit the seed in the hole. Cover the hole with dirt and spot with sand or water. Then, you will not need to water it again. It will grow in one mouth and in the pack there are 12 seeds and it costs $1,000 to buy.

By Sullivan Ricken
The worst part about my weekend

I had to take this gross, horrible, disgusting and disgraceful medicine for an allergy treatment in Long Beach. The taste was a disgrace to humanity. Worse than Mucinex. It took 56 minutes to choke down 10 milliliters. The medicine was red—the color of blood. I would much rather take blood than that medicine.

By: Caroline Roberts
A Mountain Complaints

I want some pizza
Maybe even Starbucks, too
Something yummy and delicious
Something I can chew
10:30 AM me says "I feel very hungry and hot"
And hydration is a lot.
Because after my hike to 'A Mountain'
I deserve 12 trillion 'A water Fountains'!
There was a girl in the town of Bonaville. She had a mission, her mission was to wish in the wishing well at the mall. Her father said she could pick the wish. So she did, she went to the wishing well at the mall and she wished for all the riches in the whole world. The next day she got all the gold, diamonds, and jewels. The riches filled up the whole entire house, she made her whole family move out except her.

The second day she got all the money and power in the world. Now her wish was granted fully. On the third day she was missing something. She knew exactly what it was but she didn't want to admit it. Finally she broke and she ran to find her family. Her family missed her so much they had a big family reunion. She gave the riches to the world and she was happy with her family with the rest of her life.

Made by: Amira Thomas
One Wish

I get one wish, yippee!
From head to toe, I'm filled with glee!
One Shiney penny,
just for me!

Oh no! Oh no! Oh dear!
There are to many choices, I fear.
What if I wish the wrong one?
Then I am afraid, my wishings done.

do not worry! one says to me
no wish could lead to felony!
and hapiness that did bring
and away my doubts. I did fling

next time have no fear, be wise.
for wishing is not something to dispize.
wishing is fun! as you can see
it fills you head to toe with glee.

Pemberley Wright